Our engineers apply proven methodologies and technologies to support our clients’ transportation goals to strengthen communities and positively impact the quality of life.

With significant experience in alternative delivery methods, our superior local knowledge is backed by the deep resources and stability of a national firm. We offer a high level of proficiency in addressing complex challenges resulting from continued growth, high traffic volume, overworked transportation networks, and aging infrastructure. We are tenacious problem-solvers, driven by helping our clients develop and maintain an efficient transportation systems.
“Dewberry’s innovative design solutions instilled future value; addressed social, economic, and sustainability considerations; successfully managed one of the most complex sections of this mega project; and exceeded our expectations.”

John M. Keller, PE, PMP
Program Manager
New Jersey Turnpike Authority Interchange 6 to 9 Widening Program
Our regionally focused transportation expertise and experience with all delivery methods helps our clients apply their input where it will be most effective and leads to project success.
Dewberry® Services

- Bridge/structural engineering
- Constructability and value engineering
- Contract administration/construction engineering and inspection
- Environmental services
- Geotechnical engineering
- Hydraulics/stormwater management
- Highway/roadway engineering
- Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
- Landscape architecture
- Lighting design
- Maintenance and protection of traffic
- Site/civil engineering
- Surveying and mapping
- Sustainable design
- Traffic engineering
- Transit/transportation planning
Dewberry is a leading, market-facing firm with a proven history of providing professional services to a wide variety of public- and private-sector clients. Recognized for combining unsurpassed commitment to client service with deep subject matter expertise, Dewberry is dedicated to solving clients’ most complex challenges and transforming their communities. Established in 1956, Dewberry is headquartered in Fairfax, Virginia, with more than 50 locations and 2,000 professionals nationwide. To learn more, visit www.dewberry.com.